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Articles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will offer tips and strategies to help students read academic journal articles more efficiently.  After identifying some of the common challenges related to reading journal articles, we will present some specific strategies and offer additional resources. This presentation is roughly 10 minutes long. You can pause and rewind at any time by using the buttons at the bottom of your screen.
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University of Manitoba’s Library
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If students are looking for information about how to find journal articles, they may want to consult the University of Manitoba’s library. Their website has a number of online resources to find journal articles and use them in research.
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Challenges of Reading 
Academic Texts
• Tone and intention
• Length
• Difficult concepts and complex ideas
• Dense with information
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reading an academic journal article is different from recreational reading in part because journals are written in a serious and scholarly tone and generally aim to inform and persuade.  Reading academic journal articles can also be challenging in part due to their length. At 15-30 pages, they are usually too long to read in one sitting, so readers often develop strategies to read these texts in manageable chunks.  Journal articles also address difficult concepts and complex ideas. Because they are written for a specialized expert professional reading audience, readers are expected, or assumed, to have background knowledge, including an understanding of the relevant methodologies, theories, and vocabulary. Skilled readers use strategies to manage the complex ideas and dense style.  
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Know the Parts/Typical 
Structures of an Article

• Abstract 
• Introduction 
• Literature Review 
• Methodology 
• Results/Discussion/Conclusion 

© 2023 ALC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing the parts of an article and being aware of typical article structures is an important strategy for reading academic articles. Often, a journal will include an abstract, an introduction, a review of the relevant literature, a section about the research methodology, the results of the research, a discussion of the results, and some concluding remarks. 



Abstract

Jena, P. C. (2013). Effect of smart classroom learning environment on academic achievement of rural high achievers and low achievers in 
science. International Letters of Social and Humanistic Sciences, 3, 1–9. https://doi.org/10.18052/www.scipress.com/ILSHS.3.1

• A brief summary of the article 
• 150-250 words 
• Allows readers to survey the article
• Allows readers to decide if they want 

to read further 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An abstract is a brief but concise summary that may be found at the beginning of a journal article. [CLICK] A typical abstract is anywhere between 150-250 words. It is often a reader's first introduction to an article. A brief scan of an abstract is an excellent way to get a preliminary sense of whether a particular article is worth further reading.



Bertholet, N., Faouzi, M., Studer, J., Daeppen, J. B., & Gmel, G. (2013). Perception of tobacco, cannabis, and alcohol use of others is 
associated with one’s own use. Addiction Science & Clinical Practice, 8, 15. https://doi.org/10.1186/1940-0640-8-15 

• Outlines the research issues

• States goals of the research study

• Summarizes previous research

• Emphasizes the importance of the 
research

Introduction and Literature 
Review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions usually outline the problem that requires research and the goals of the researcher. Often, the introductory section also contains a review of the previous research that has been conducted in the area. [CLICK] The purpose of a literature review is to identify gaps in the research in order to emphasize the importance of the current research study. [CLICK] These particular authors note a gap in previous research and some specific areas that lack knowledge.



Methodology
• How was the study conducted?
• Who were the participants?
• What tools were used to collect the data?
• What procedure was used?
• What is the theoretical foundation of the research?

© 2023 ALC

Bertholet, N., Faouzi, M., Studer, J., Daeppen, J. B., & Gmel, G. (2013). Perception of tobacco, cannabis, and alcohol use of others is 
associated with one’s own use. Addiction Science & Clinical Practice, 8, 15. https://doi.org/10.1186/1940-0640-8-15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The methodology section typically explains:  -how a particular study was conducted [CLICK] -how many people participated as well as what demographic [CLICK] -the measurement technique or tools that were employed to collect the data As well as -details about the general procedure of the research process or the approach taken 



Results, Discussion, and 
Conclusion
• Analysis of the data
• Explanation and interpretation of data
• Limitations of the research
• Implications of the research
• Suggestions for future research

Bertholet, N., Faouzi, M., Studer, J., Daeppen, J. B., & Gmel, G. (2013). Perception of tobacco, cannabis, and alcohol use of others is 
associated with one’s own use. Addiction Science & Clinical Practice, 8, 15. https://doi.org/10.1186/1940-0640-8-15 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results section contains the analysis and a summary of the data that has been collected. It is one of the most useful sections because it is here that the researchers explain and interpret the data in relation to the original research question. [CLICK]The results are often presented in a statistical format. [CLICK]At some point during the conclusion of an article, there is often a discussion of the limitations of the research study, the implications for the field of study, and some suggestions regarding future research projects.
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Know the Purpose
• General knowledge/background
• Prepare for class discussion
• Testable material
• Source material for an essay
• Review and evaluate the article
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing the parts of a journal article is important, but it is also useful to consider the purpose before beginning to read. In other words: why is the text being read? Is there a need to develop some background knowledge or perhaps to prepare for a class discussion? Will the material be on a test? Is research needed for an essay or a detailed review and critique? If the purpose is known, students will be able to adjust the level of depth that is needed for reading. 



Be Selective
• Skim through sections of the article
 -abstract
 -introduction
 -headings
 -topic sentences
 -conclusion
• Keep the purpose in mind
• Establish a time limit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before reading an academic text, be sure that it meets the requirements / matches the goals. [CLICK]Does the material in the abstract directly address the topic?Does the purpose statement in the introduction match the research needs? [CLICK] By skimming through the essay, reading only the first words/sentence of the paragraphs, students can get a good sense of the contents and organization of the whole text. Is there enough material in the text to make reading the whole article worthwhile? Which sections more closely answer the research questions? Which sections require someone’s full attention and careful reading? Based on how closely this article matches the research needs, the length of the article, and the amount of time that is available, determine how much time is necessary to spend reading this article. Stay within the time limit.  



During Reading:

• Ask questions 
• Create marginal notes 
• Use context clues/lists to manage difficult 

vocabulary 

© 2023 ALC

Johnson, M., Hime, N., Zheng, C., Tran, D. T., Kelly, L., & Siric, K. (2013). Differences in nurses’ knowledge, behavior and patient 
falls incidents and severity following a falls e-learning program. Journal of Nursing Education and Practice, 4(4), 28–36. 
http://doi.org/10.5430/jnep.v4n4p28 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While reading, engage actively with the text by asking questions. Identify patterns and note connections by creating marginal notes. Jot down key words directly on the text.[CLICK] Print the article and write on it or use annotation software to create marginal notes digitally.



Managing New Vocabulary
Most people who bother with the matter at all would 
admit that the English language is in a bad way, but it is 
generally assumed that we cannot by conscious action do 
anything about it. Our civilization is decadent, and our 
language—so the argument runs—must inevitably share 
in the general collapse. It follows that any struggle against 
the abuse of language is a sentimental archaism, like 
preferring candles to electric light or hansom cabs to 
aeroplanes. 

Orwell, G. (1946). Politics and the English language. Horizon, 13(76), 252-265. https://www.orwellfoundation.com/
 the-orwell-foundation/orwell/essays-and-other-works/politics-and-the-english-language/ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When reading this paragraph from 1946, many readers will be unfamiliar with the term “hansom cabs”. By looking at the context, however, readers may be able to guess that a hansom cab is a kind of vehicle. Depending on the purpose, this guess may provide an adequate understanding of the text as a whole.Alternatively, the reader may need to look up the word’s meaning. If so, the meaning of the word should be written down while annotating and taking notes.



After Reading:
• Create a cover sheet
• Link article to course content/goals

Vance, Jonathan F. Death So Noble: Memory, Meaning and the First World War. Vancouver: U 
of British Columbia P, 1997. 

 
Vance mentions Will Bird in various places throughout Death So Noble.  
 
Chapter 2: “Christ in Flanders” 
Vance quotes passage from And We Go On to disprove Paul Fussell’s assertion that the 
association of dawn with resurrection did not survive the war; passage shows that dawn 
continued to be viewed/invoked as image of hope, promise 
Passage illustrates that dawn = still beautiful:“dawn never lost its power to inspire him; it meant 
renewal, and carried with it the promise that the new day could not possibly be as bad as the old” 
(Vance 48) 
Resurrection imagery persisted in Canada’s memory of the war 

// God’s Sparrows includes evidence that disproves Fussell’s assertion that spring lost its 
function as image of hope 

 
Chapter 4 “Accurse’d They Were Not Here” 
Vance quotes Bird to support his point about comradeship, more specifically the point that social 
differences (wealth, education, looks) effaced by bonds of comradeship; soldier’s conduct = only 
measure (128) 
 
Chapter 6, “Safeguarding the Past” = Vance’s longest commentary on Will Bird’s memoir 
Names Bird as one of Canada’s “best soldier-writers” (177)  
Vance compares/contrasts the critical reception of Harrison’s Generals Die in Bed and Bird’s 
And We Go On to illustrate Canadians’ preference for balanced war books (192-193). 
Contrast to Generals = not well received in Canada (193) 
Vance asserts that “Will Bird clearly agreed with these sentiments [strong rejection of Generals] 
and wrote And We Go On as a corrective to war books that were “putrid with so-called ‘realism”’ 
(194). 
Vance quotes Bird’s comments from preface, in which Bird denounces the anti-war canon’s 
depiction of the soldier (194). 
According to Vance, “And We Go On strove for a more balanced picture” (194) 
Vance quotes preface again, where Bird writes: “the private in the trenches had other thought 
than of the flesh, had often finer vision and strength of soul than those who would fit him to their 
sordid, sensation-seeking fiction” (Vance 194) 
Vance offers brief summary of plot (195) 
Vance notes that Bird’s narrative = “more of a memoir than Harrison’s” (195) 
“It appears to be based heavily on his diaries” (195) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After reading the article, take notes that identify its key points. Type notes directly onto a Word document rather than handwriting. These notes are an excellent way to review the article as a whole and to check one’s understanding. Consider using mind maps. Whatever technique is applied, try to link the article to the course content and goals. 


Vance, Jonathan F. Death So Noble: Memory, Meaning and the First World War. Vancouver: U of British Columbia P, 1997.



Vance mentions Will Bird in various places throughout Death So Noble. 



Chapter 2: “Christ in Flanders”

Vance quotes passage from And We Go On to disprove Paul Fussell’s assertion that the association of dawn with resurrection did not survive the war; passage shows that dawn continued to be viewed/invoked as image of hope, promise

Passage illustrates that dawn = still beautiful:“dawn never lost its power to inspire him; it meant renewal, and carried with it the promise that the new day could not possibly be as bad as the old” (Vance 48)

Resurrection imagery persisted in Canada’s memory of the war

// God’s Sparrows includes evidence that disproves Fussell’s assertion that spring lost its function as image of hope



Chapter 4 “Accurse’d They Were Not Here”

Vance quotes Bird to support his point about comradeship, more specifically the point that social differences (wealth, education, looks) effaced by bonds of comradeship; soldier’s conduct = only measure (128)



Chapter 6, “Safeguarding the Past” = Vance’s longest commentary on Will Bird’s memoir

Names Bird as one of Canada’s “best soldier-writers” (177) 

Vance compares/contrasts the critical reception of Harrison’s Generals Die in Bed and Bird’s And We Go On to illustrate Canadians’ preference for balanced war books (192-193).

Contrast to Generals = not well received in Canada (193)

Vance asserts that “Will Bird clearly agreed with these sentiments [strong rejection of Generals] and wrote And We Go On as a corrective to war books that were “putrid with so-called ‘realism”’ (194).

Vance quotes Bird’s comments from preface, in which Bird denounces the anti-war canon’s depiction of the soldier (194).

According to Vance, “And We Go On strove for a more balanced picture” (194)

Vance quotes preface again, where Bird writes: “the private in the trenches had other thought than of the flesh, had often finer vision and strength of soul than those who would fit him to their sordid, sensation-seeking fiction” (Vance 194)

Vance offers brief summary of plot (195)

Vance notes that Bird’s narrative = “more of a memoir than Harrison’s” (195)

“It appears to be based heavily on his diaries” (195)
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Academic Learning Centre 
Services

Workshops and 
Presentations

Supplemental 
instruction (SI)

One-to-
One 

tutoring

Tutor 
training 
program

Website 
resources

Academic Learning Centre 
academic_learning@umanitoba.ca
204-480-1481 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Academic Learning Centre's mission is to support UM students in the development of their skills in learning, writing, studying, and researching.   Academic Learning Centre services are free and they include: -Workshops -One-to-One tutoring in content, study skills, and writing. -support from an EAL specialist -a Tutor training program -Website: Tip sheets, videos, useful links, and more.We look forward to working with you!
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